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Renormalization of the phonon spectrum of the Einstein form due to a weak coupling with electrons is
calculated. No splitting of the phonon mode is found. A q-dependent hardening of the long-wave optical
phonons contrasts with the softening of acoustic phonons in a weakly coupled electron-phonon system and
with the softening of all phonons in the strong-coupling polaronic regime. @S0163-1829~97!02646-5#The problem of coupled electrons and phonons was for-
mulated by Migdal1 and by Engelsberg and Schrieffer2 for
the Debye ~acoustic! and Einstein ~molecular! phonons, re-
spectively. As Migdal showed, one can omit the vertex cor-
rections for Debye phonons arriving at the renormalized
sound velocity s˜5s(122l)1/2, where l is the coupling con-
stant. However, in many doped semiconductors, there are
optical phonons which are practically dispersionless in the
long-wave limit, v(q)5v . In this case the vertex correc-
tions appear to be important when the phonon’s phase veloc-
ity is of the order or greater than the Fermi velocity, i.e., v
>uquvF ,2 so that Migdal’s theorem does not hold even for
weak coupling, l,1. Adopting the ladder approximation for
the vertex function and expanding it for small uqu as a power
series in uqu2, it was found that the irreducible polarizability
P(q) has a pole at q05v:2
P~q !5
N
3 S vFuquq0 D
2 213g2N/v22g2N/~v22q0
2!
~11g2N/v2!2 , ~1!
with N5mpF/2p2 the density of states at the Fermi level,
pF5mvF , and g the electron-phonon coupling constant.
Here and below q[(q,q0) and \5c51. This expression
can be simplified near the pole q05v and l[g2N/v2!1.
Keeping first order terms in l, one obtains
P~q !.
2N
3 S vFuquv D
2S 12 l4~12q0 /v! D , ~2!
which yields two poles of the dressed phonon propagator
D˜21~q !5q0
22v22g2P~q !50. ~3!
The two branch splittings as one increases the momentum
transfer to the lattice are
v˜.v6
l
2)
vFuqu ~4!
for uqu!v/vF . Therefore, if an Einstein spectrum is a rea-
sonable choice for the noninteracting phonons, from Eq. ~2!
one would expect to observe the two branches splitting at560163-1829/97/56~21!/13731~3!/$10.00finite uqu.2 Later on, several authors3–7 discussed the vertex
corrections in connection with the superconducting Tc . In
particular, Grimaldi et al.7 obtained a strong enhancement of
Tc from the first-order vertex correction for a long-range
electron-phonon interaction.
In this paper we recalculate the irreducible polarizability
and show that the pole of P(q) in Eq. ~1! is an artifact of the
expansion in powers of uqu of the vertex function prior to the
integration over the frequency and momentum of the polar-
ization loop. As a result, there is only a hardening of the
Einstein phonon mode without any splitting in the weak-
coupling regime contrasting with the softening in the strong-
coupling polaronic regime, l.1.8 Thus the vertex correc-
tions play no qualitative role in the renormalization of the
Einstein phonons.
To illustrate the point, it is sufficient to calculate the
zeroth- and first-order diagrams in powers of l as shown in
Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, respectively, in a weak-coupling regime,
l!1. The zeroth-order electronic propagator is determined
as
G21~p !5p02j1id sgn~j![p02j1id sgn~p0!, ~5!
where j5vF(upu2pF) and p[(p,p0). The zeroth-order po-
larizability, Fig. 1~a!, is
FIG. 1. Zeroth ~a! and first order ~b! in l irreducible polarizabil-
ities.13 731 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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~6!with d510. The result depends on the order of integrations
if the limits for j are extended up to 6` . Therefore the
frequency (p0) integral should be calculated first. For uqu
,q0 /vF , we obtain
P ~0 !~q !5NF q0vFuqu lnS q01vFuquq02vFuqu D22 G , ~7!
which is the same as Eqs. ~1! and ~2! with l50 in the
long-wave limit, uqu!q0 /vF . However, the straightforward
calculation of the first-order polarizability, Fig. 1~b!, leads us
to a qualitatively different result compared with Eq. ~1! or
~2!. There are two contributions of the first order from the
self-energy effect (A) and one from the vertex correction
(B):
P ~1 !~q !5A~q !1A~2q !1B~q !, ~8!
where
A~q !522iE d4p
~2p!4 G
2~p !G~p1q !S~p ! ~9!
and
B~q !52g2E E d4pd4p8
~2p!8 G~p1q !G~p !G~p8!
3G~p81q !D~p2p8!, ~10!
with the bare phonon propagator D21(q)5q022v21id . The
electron self-energy S(p) was calculated in Ref. 2 as
S~p !52
g2N
2v S ln up01vuup02vu 1ip sgn~p0!Q~ up0u2v! D ,
~11!
where Q(x)51 for x.0 and zero otherwise. The remaining
integrals in Eq. ~9! lead to
A~q !5
g2N2
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22~vFuqu!2
F ln v2uv22q02u2 q0v ln uv1q0uuv2q0u
2ip
uq0u2v
v
Q~ uq0u2v!G . ~12!
By integrating in Eq. ~10! first over momenta and then over
frequencies, we obtainB~q !52
g2N2
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~13!
As a result, the first-order polarizability, Eq. ~8!, is given by
P ~1 !~q !52g2N2F 1q022~vFuqu!22~2vFuqu!22
3ln2S q01vFuquq02vFuqu D GF ln v
2
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2
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~14!
Near q05v we obtain in the long-wave limit
P~q !5P ~0 !~q !1P ~1 !~q !.
2N
3 S vFuquv D
2
~122l ln2 !,
~15!
which is drastically different from Eq. ~2!. There is no pole
in the polarizability, and consequently there is no splitting of
the Einstein phonon. There are no poles in higher orders
either. The absence of any extra branches of collective exci-
tations is a consequence of the conservation of the number of
degrees of freedom in a coupled electron-phonon system.
Because the Coulomb repulsion is absent from our consider-
ation, there is no other collective excitation except the
dressed Einstein mode. The vertex and self-energy correc-
tions are negligible as one can see from Eq. ~15! if l!1.
There is only a hardening of the renormalized optical
phonons depending on the momentum as uqu2:
v˜.v1
l
3
~vFuqu!2
v
. ~16!
The hardening, Eq. ~16!, contrasts with Migdal’s softening of
acoustic phonons1 and with the softening of all phonons in
the strong-coupling polaronic regime.8 This contrasting be-
havior is the result of the familiar repulsion of energy levels
under any perturbation. The acoustic phonon energy sq is
well below the characteristic energy vFq of the electron-hole
continuum, so that if these two excitations are coupled, the
lowest acoustic phonon level shifts downwards. On the con-
trary, the energy of the long-wave optical phonon is well
above the electron-hole continuum, v@vFq , and so the up-
per optical phonon level shifts upwards. In the polaronic
56 13 733BRIEF REPORTSregime the spectral width of the polaron spectral function is
about g2/v2. It plays the role of an electron-hole continuum
being much wider than the width of the phonon spectral
function. This is why in the strong-coupling polaronic re-
gime the lowest phonon level is shifted down by the phonon-
polaron coupling.8
In conclusion, we have calculated the electronic polariz-
ability of a coupled electron-phonon system including the
first-order corrections in powers of l. These corrections haveno role to play while l!1. We have found a q-dependent
hardening of the Einstein phonons rather than their splitting.
The hardening in the weak-coupling regime and the soften-
ing in the strong-coupling polaronic regime of optical
phonons would allow one to distinguish these two regimes
experimentally in doped semiconductors.
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